INTRODUCTION
Surveillance of a large number of nuclear fuel pins requires some type of data retrieval system. For this task the computer code FUELPfN was developed.
FUELPIN waa designed to handle in excess of thirty parameters for each of hvo hundred and fifty pins as well as descriptive information on (1) fuel type, (2) clad material, (3) bond data, and (4) general pin information. S&ware extension to handle larger numbers of pins was not thought advisable because of the available computer space limitations but an unlimited number of pina could be examined in lxvc hundred and fifty pill blocks.
FUELPIN and the fuel pin data on which it operated, L e., its data base, were designed to (1) provide complete information on all pins in house, (2) allow selection of those pina having specific physical characteristics, (3) provide maximum software protection of the data base, and (4) provide code execution output in essentially final report form. When coding effort terminated, items one through three were virtually completed and item four unstarted.
II. CONSTRUCTION OF DATA BASE
in order to provide detailed information on the major aspects of the potentially large number of fuel pins involved, an extended list of the needed fuel pin data was compiled. In addition to indicating the specific data involved, Table I also contains the name used by the code during input, the array name in which 1 all data of the same type is stored, and the name of the relevant sort parameter. Details of input formats and variable designations can be found in the initial comment section of the computer listing.
Additional information is required for program execution as shown in Table II . Originally these variables, like those in Table I , were to be used in parameter sorting, but termina tion of coding effort occurred before this could be implemented. The parameters in Table I I differ from those in Table I , however, in one major way -moat of the input is conditional and dependa on exactly how the Table I 
IF( FUEL8(kk) . GE. CLTMIN . AND. FUELCLS (kk) . LE. CLTMAX) G@ T@ 35
Note: Enctly the same value could have been specified for CLTMIN and CLTMAX without resorting to setting up minimum range values but since computer representation of numbers can vary slightly from those specified on the input cards, this tack was avoided.
1V. SOFTWARE PROTECTION
As cm be seen from Table II~166 out of the 213 octal stops present in the code, i. e., 85% , arise from the five causes noted. The E@F tests are done simply as good programming practice but all the remaining octal stops are desigmxl to block paths known a priori to be logically in error.
Checking for duplicate sort, as discussed in the previous sectio~is used to detect m operator error.
Only one sort on any given parameter was deemed desirable per pmbIem execution.
Data base and sort parameter out of range error flags arise mainly from input credibility checks. All input data used either in the data base or in setting up the requested sorts are tested to ensure that the numbers are either within the expected experimental limits or are previously defined coded input. These stop statements are extremely important because through them the experimenter can check range of the data be@g manipulated.
Sat parameter conflicts arise from only two sources.
If the input variable 8@RTYPE is set equal to eight, nine, eighteen, or greater than twenty-three, execution ceases because no sorting was to be done on the parameters indicated by these SORTYPE values.
The rematnder of the octal stops invOlvOdensures that a S@RTYPE value is not encountered k a part of the code where it logically does not belong. 
v. ouTPuT
As illustrated in the three sample listings in Appendix B, the first set of output is an echo check of the pins in the data base in the order that they were encountered. This echo-checking is obtained through the input parameter PAR which can be used to (1) provide an echo check of all pins involved, (2) suppress completely the echo check, or (3) VI. UNCOMPLETED WORK l%m major coding efforts remain uncompleted.
First, none of the parameters listed in Table II have been incorporated in any of the sorting sequences.
These variables require nothing really new as far as software logic is concerned, but since the data depend in many cases on previously defined parameters, more than normal care must be used in setting up these sorts.
Second, the output is highly limited and contains one known formatting error. To expand the output will require the writing of the necessary output statements in addition to providing the logic necessary to rewind the temporary disk file storage of the comment card images. TASKS (250) NUMB2RS (250) IDS (250) FUELS (250) ucohms (250) RICH35S (250) RICH33S ( 
Array Name
SMEARS (250) CLADS (250) COLDWRS (250) CLADODS (250) WALLTKS (250) BONDS (250) EKCAPS ( 25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30. 21 (25) 25 (31) 27 (33) 13 (15) -. 100, 101, 104 Ill, 112, 115, 117, 121, 123, 13'7, 203, 207, 213 43, [55] [56] [57] [73] [74] [75] [76] 1.02, 103 105, 106, 110, 114, 1.16, 120 122, 127, 202, 206, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] 35, 36, 47, 50, 124 107, 113, 204 205, 210, 60, 125, 126, 130, 133, 13J, 136, 165 166, 201 " ., ., . 
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